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ABSTRACT: We demonstrate the utility of transient polarimetric signatures (ZDR and KDP columns, a proxy for surges

in a thunderstorm updraft) to explain variability in lightning flash rates in a tornadic supercell. Observational data from a

WSR-88D and theOklahoma lightningmapping array are used tomap the temporal variance of polarimetric signatures and

VHF sources from lightning channels. It is shown, via three-dimensional and cross-sectional analyses, that the storm was of

inverted polarity resulting from anomalous electrification. Statistical analysis confirms that mean flash area in the ZDR

column region was 10 times smaller than elsewhere in the storm. On an average, 5 times more flash initiations occurred

within ZDR column regions, thereby supporting existing theory of an inverse relationship between flash initiation rates and

lightning channel extent. Segmentation and object identification algorithms are applied to gridded radar data to calculate

metrics such as height, width, and volume of ZDR and KDP columns. Variability in lightning flash rates is best explained by

the fluctuations in ZDR column volume with a Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient value of 0.72. The highest flash rates

occur in conjunction with the deepest ZDR columns (up to 5 km above environmental melting level) and largest volumes of

ZDR columns extending up to the 2208C level (3 km above the melting level). Reduced flash rates toward the end of the

analysis are indicative of weaker updrafts manifested as low ZDR column volumes at and above the 2108C level. These

findings are consistent with recent studies linking lightning to the interplay between storm dynamics, kinematics, ther-

modynamics, and precipitation microphysics.

SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENT: Lightning is a manifestation of collisions between hydrometeor species, especially

ice crystals and graupel. There still exist gaps in our understanding of the physical processes that link macroscopic

properties of storms and their electrification characteristics. This study exploits dual-polarization radar signatures to

characterize the temporal variability in themicrophysical and electrical properties of a tornadic supercell. This particular

storm maintained an inverted polarity charge structure throughout its mature phase. Pulses in the storm’s updraft

(inferred from behavior of differential reflectivity columns) were associated with jumps in lightning flash rates. Finally,

we show that the time variations in lightning activity can be explained by changes in differential reflectivity column

volume and height.

KEYWORDS: Lightning; Severe storms; Atmospheric electricity; Cloud microphysics; Data processing; Radars/Radar

observations

1. Introduction

Exploitation of multisensor observational analyses of thun-

derstorms has established the use of lightning activity as an

additional metric for predicting the onset of severe weather

(Goodman et al. 1988; MacGorman et al. 1989; Williams et al.

1999; Schultz et al. 2009; Darden et al. 2010; Schultz et al. 2017;

Tian et al. 2019; Rudlosky et al. 2019; Bruning et al. 2019).

Lightning jumps (rapid increase in total lightning flash rates),

in particular, have been observed to occur tens of minutes prior

to reports of severe weather (Gatlin and Goodman 2010;

Schultz et al. 2011; Metzger and Nuss 2013; Rudlosky and

Fuelberg 2013; Chronis et al. 2015; Miller et al. 2015; Farnell

et al. 2017). However, the above studies indicate that a major

limitation of using lightning jumps in isolation as a prognostic

indicator for nowcasting severe weather is the large variability

in the probability of detection (POD) of severe weather events

combined with relatively high false alarm ratio (FAR). For

example, Miller et al. (2015) and Murphy (2017) reported a

POD of .0.85 and 0.499, respectively; however, FAR values

were in the same range of.0.85 for both. Several reasons could

explain this variability, namely, sample size of thunderstorms,

geographic diversity of storms sampled, and disproportional

representation of severe and nonsevere storms in the sample

(Murphy 2017). Since lightning jumps are a manifestation of

the mixed-phase updraft intensification, it is pertinent to focus

on the evolution of storm kinematics and microphysics to un-

derstand the physical basis for typical lightning signatures of

severe storms (Carey and Rutledge 2000; Lang and Rutledge

2002; Deierling et al. 2008; Deierling and Petersen 2008; Lund

et al. 2009; Emersic et al. 2011; Calhoun et al. 2013; Schultz

et al. 2015, 2017). Our motivation in this study is to analyze
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these storm-scale properties for the case of a cyclic supercell,

and determine underlying physical linkages between evolution

of storm updrafts and electrification characteristics, if any.

The intensity and strength of convective updrafts plays a

crucial role in the noninductive charging (NIC) between ice-

phase hydrometeors, mainly graupel and ice crystals (Latham

and Dye 1989; Takahashi et al. 1999; Latham et al. 2007;

Reinhart et al. 2014). Collisional charge transfer between these

hydrometeors species is capable of producing observed electric

fields in thunderstorms. The sign of charge polarity on re-

bounding ice particles is thought to be explained by the relative

diffusional growth rate theory (RDGR): the hydrometeor

experiencing a higher vapor diffusional growth rate is charged

positively during such collisions (Baker et al. 1987; Dash et al.

2001). Two primary factors that govern the growth rate and

subsequent charging of these hydrometeors are the ambient

environmental temperature and supercooled liquid water

concentration (SLWC) (Takahashi 1978; Berdeklis and List

2001; Saunders et al. 2006; Emersic and Saunders 2010). As per

the NIC-RDGR mechanism, graupel gains positive charge

polarity in warmer and wetter regions of the storm. The charge

polarity reverses at colder temperatures and in drier regions,

thereby promoting negative charging of graupel at higher al-

titudes and/or in regions with insufficient supercooled water for

rapid diffusional growth of graupel.

The charge structure within updraft regions is explainable by

invoking the NIC-RDGR mechanism. This is because the

thermodynamical state of boundary layer governs vertical ac-

celerations in updraft cores responsible for moisture flux

transport to the mixed-phase region. Bruning et al. (2014) ar-

gued that thunderstorms experience a continuum of vertical

charge profiles, which are largely influenced by factors such as

environmental thermodynamics, updraft strength, and liquid

depletion rates along updraft trajectories. They suggested that

evolving nature of storm precipitation structure, dynamics, and

kinematics can be responsible for transition from a normal tri-

pole (midlevel negative charge between an upper and lower

positive charge layer) to an inverted tripole.Anumber of studies

have reported storms with ‘‘inverted’’ charge layer configura-

tions (anomalous or reverse polarities from normal tripole),

defined as themiddle region (roughly between2108and2258C)
being positively charged with an upper region dominated by

negative charge (Marshall andRust 1991; Rust andMacGorman

2002; Lang et al. 2004; Rust et al. 2005; MacGorman et al. 2005;

Wiens et al. 2005; Weiss et al. 2008; Stough and Carey 2020).

A characteristic difference between normal- and inverted-

polarity thunderstorms is the predominance of inverted-polarity

intracloud (IC) lightning and a higher rate of positive cloud-to-

ground (1CG) flashes in the latter cases. Several theories have

been proposed to explain this causality relationship; however, all

invoke the role of riming rates of graupel in the mixed-phase

region as a factor for inverted polarity structure (Knapp 1994;

Carey et al. 2003; MacGorman et al. 2005; Williams et al. 2005;

Carey andBuffalo 2007;MacGorman et al. 2008). To summarize

the findings from these studies, multiple microphysical pathways

can contribute to the variability in distribution of cloud liquid

water content and graupel riming rates e.g., 1) shallower warm

cloud depth (WCD) resulting in lower depletion rates due to

collision–coalescence processes and more liquid water available

for riming, 2) higher lifting condensation level correlated with

strong updrafts (resulting in higher condensation rates increas-

ing the likelihood of positive charging of graupel (Williams et al.

2005), 3) reduced recycling of cloud droplets in the main updraft

(resulting in lower accretion of cloud water), or 4) reduced

concentration of graupel (resulting in reduced competition for

liquid water in the mixed-phase region). However, Chmielewski

et al. (2018) showed that instability (i.e., CAPE as a bulk esti-

mate of updraft strength) andWCDare not sufficient conditions

to explain observed charged structures. Comparing 30 different

ordinary and multicellular storms that occurred in a mesoscale

environment with similar CAPE values, they found that storms

with inverted polarity actually had larger values of WCD. They

attributed this counterintuitive behavior to possible dry air en-

trainment in inverted polarity storms in or around the cloud base

level. In other words, entrainment led to the formation of

smaller drops, providing a higher amount of supercooled water

for positive charging of graupel in the midlevels of such storms.

Spatiotemporal analysis of charge structure in supercell

thunderstorms is challenging due to the inherent 3D airflow.

Bruning et al. (2010) found multiple charge structures in ad-

jacent regions of a supercell at the same time with regions of

opposite polarity aligned horizontally adjacent to each other at

the same altitude. This behavior was attributed to difference in

graupel charge polarity under different NIC regimes and dif-

ferential advection and sedimentation of hydrometeors upon

charge separation. Schultz et al. (2017) argued that storm

properties that are well correlated to total flash rate on longer

time scales (e.g., maximum updraft speed) may not represent

the same mechanisms which result in transient fluctuations in

flash rates, such as lightning jumps. It may therefore be more

meaningful to track time-dependent growth of storm features.

Observational analyses using dual-Doppler polarimetric

radar and three-dimensional lightning mapping data for severe

thunderstorms have successfully demonstrated the intimate

correlation between evolution of flash rates and storm prop-

erties such as graupel mass or flux, graupel volume, maximum

updraft velocity, and updraft volume (Carey and Rutledge

1996, 2000; Lang and Rutledge 2002; Deierling et al. 2008;

Deierling and Petersen 2008; Payne et al. 2010; Calhoun et al.

2013; Schultz et al. 2015; Mecikalski et al. 2015; Carey et al.

2019). A major limitation of many such studies has been un-

derrepresentation of geographically diverse storms, small

sample size, and lack of a comprehensive dataset with rep-

resentative sampling of storms spanning a wide spectrum of

flash rates. Consequently, statistical relationships such as

flash rate parameterization against radar derived kinematical

or microphysical parameters (discussed above) are highly

biased when applied to other datasets (Carey et al. 2019).

Moreover, it is not often that multi-Doppler observations are

available for retrieval of vertical velocity structure at high temporal

resolution (,1min), hindering analysis of the interrelationships

between kinematical, microphysical, and electrical evolution of

severe storms.

Convective storm updrafts can easily loft small raindrops

above the environmental 08C level, thereby adding liquid water

to the mixed-phase region which plays an important role for
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charging of hydrometeors. Availability of ice nuclei and

Hallett–Mossop (Hallett and Mossop 1974) splintering pro-

cesses control the ice crystal number concentration in the

mixed-phase region. Growth of ice crystals is conditioned by

the availability of liquid water as water vapor diffuses from

supercooled liquid water to ice crystals (i.e., the so-called

Wegener–Bergeron–Findeisen mechanism; after Wegener

1911; Bergeron 1935; Findeisen 1938), and accretion of su-

percooled water on ice crystals leads to formation of graupel

(Heymsfield 1978). Some of the supercooled drops may

freeze and acquire a water-coat during collisions with other

supercooled drops resulting in accelerated riming as small

hail or graupel which further contributes to cloud electrifi-

cation (Bringi et al. 1996). Therefore, understanding the

freezing process of lofted liquid hydrometeors is crucial for in-

ferring any role and contribution of microphysical processes in

lightning activity (Jameson et al. 1996; Bringi et al. 1997; Carey

and Rutledge 2000; Mecikalski et al. 2015, among others).

As small droplets get lofted in the updraft, they collect cloud

water and start descending along the updraft periphery. Some

of these raindrops recirculate in the updraft and partially

freeze, resulting in hydrometeors with large liquid water frac-

tion (.60%). The process of lofting of liquid drops is often

visible as a narrow columnar region in the differential re-

flectivity field from polarimetric radar data, commonly known

as the ZDR column (Hall et al. 1984; Illingworth et al. 1987;

Caylor and Illingworth 1987; Tuttle et al. 1989; Herzegh and

Jameson 1992; Brandes et al. 1995; Hubbert et al. 1998; Smith

et al. 1999; Kumjian andRyzhkov 2008; Kumjian et al. 2014). A

number of other studies using weather radar and in situ mea-

surements have confirmed that the extension of ZDR columns

above the environmental melting level are a manifestation of

low concentrations of large (diameter . 4mm) supercooled

raindrops mixed with ice crystals, graupel, and hail undergoing

wet growth (e.g., Illingworth et al. 1987; Bringi et al. 1997;

Loney et al. 2002; Kumjian et al. 2010, and references therein).

Specific differential phase (KDP) columns have also been

reported in supercells (Hubbert et al. 1998; Loney et al. 2002).

Specific differential phaseKDP is directly proportional to liquid

water content (Kumjian and Ryzhkov 2008; Ryzhkov and

Zrnić 2019). Size sorting of drops by storm-relative winds re-

sults in a horizontal gradient in the drop size distribution, with

lower concentration of big drops near the updraft relative to

other parts of the storm, and higher concentration of smaller

drops away from the updraft (Dawson et al. 2015). The eastern

flank of supercellular updraft region with larger drops exhibits

higher ZDR values relative to other parts of the storm at the

same altitude (Brandes et al. 1995; Bringi et al. 1997; Loney

et al. 2002). Somewhat analogously, the western flank of up-

draft containing a relatively high concentration of small drops

mixed with wet graupel or hail exhibits high KDP values. To

summarize, ZDR andKDP columns are a manifestation of deep

convective updrafts. However, the two are often found to be

spatially offset in supercells. While ZDR columns are repre-

sentative of large raindrops and ice particles undergoing wet

growth,KDP columns aremore representative of drops (.2mm)

shed from wet-oriented particles (Loney et al. 2002; Kumjian

and Ryzhkov 2008).

Both ZDR and KDP columns have been studied in some

detail in the past, especially the utility of ZDR column height

trends for predicting the onset of severe weather including

tornadogenesis (Picca et al. 2010, 2015; Snyder et al. 2015).

Carey and Rutledge (2000) hypothesized that increased up-

draft strength enables greater condensate production in the

mixed-phase zone, resulting in more ice mass aloft, thereby

facilitating NIC mechanism and enhanced lightning activity.

Deeper ZDR columns in such cases would indicate increase in

mixed-phase liquid water content promoting enhanced riming

and positive charging of ice hydrometeors. Moreover, freezing

of supercooled raindrops at the top of ZDR columns can also

provide a microphysical pathway for growth of millimeter size

graupel and hail contributing to NIC and lightning production.

Mecikalski et al. (2015) analyzed lightning flash rates in a

multicellular storm and found contemporaneous surges in

updraft intensity and ZDR values extending higher in the

mixed-phase regions. Additionally, Lier-Walqui et al. (2016),

through their analysis ofKDP columns as a proxy for convective

updrafts, found that the volume of KDP columns correlated

well with the updraft mass flux, which has been reported as a

relevant kinematic variable to predict lightning flash rates

(Wiens et al. 2005; Deierling and Petersen 2008).

The purpose of this paper is to quantify the utility and ef-

fectiveness of temporal variations in ZDR and KDP column

volume for diagnosing the flash rate and size variability in a

tornadic supercell. We hypothesize that since the height of

ZDR columns is directly related to updraft strength (Kumjian

et al. 2014), it can be used to explain the variability in flash rates

and spatial distribution of lightning activity more than KDP

columns. To test this hypothesis, we develop a methodology for

objectively identifying and tracking salient storm features, deter-

mining space–time distribution and properties of lightning inside

and outside the updraft core (as inferred by ZDR and KDP col-

umns). We demonstrate this methodology for the case of the

Edmond–Carney, Oklahoma, tornadic supercell on 19 May 2013.

Our eventual aim is to apply these methods to a larger sample of

supercells spanning multiple years and climatic regimes.

2. Synoptic setup and storm life cycle

The environment on the morning of 19 May 2013 appeared

conducive to a severe weather episode over Oklahoma. A

synoptic-scale trough axis over the southern Rockies ejected a

midlevel jet eastward over northwestern Texas and central

Oklahoma early in the day (Fig. 1a). Strong flow at mid- and

low levels provided deep layer (0–6 km) bulk shear in excess

of 50 kt (1 kt’ 0.51 m s21) over central Oklahoma (Fig. 1b).

A low-level jet at 850 hPa with winds greater than 30 kt

provided sufficient low-level moisture, shear (Fig. 1c), and 0–

1-km SRH in excess of 100m2 s22 (Fig. 1d) to support super-

cells. Strong surface heating resulted in MUCAPE values in

excess of 4000 J kg21, strong enough for rapid intensification

of convective updrafts (Fig. 1e). The 1200 UTC radiosounding

from Norman (Fig. 1f) exhibited CIN values in excess of

2100 J kg21 within a capping layer extending from 950 to

650 hPa. This capping inversion eroded significantly by

1800 UTC due to the boundary layer mixing as the day
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FIG. 1. Summary of synoptic and mesoscale environment on 19 May 2013. (a) 500-hPa geo-

potential heights (m) and wind speeds (kt) at 1800 UTC from the operational North American

Mesoscale model run initialized at 1800 UTC. (b) As in (a), but at 850 hPa. (c) NWS Storm

Prediction Center mesoanalysis of 0–6 km AGL bulk wind shear at 2100 UTC. (d) As in (c), but for

0–1-km storm relative helicity (m2 s22). (e) Mesoanalysis of most unstable CAPE at 1800 UTC.
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progressed (Fig. 1f). However, there was still some evi-

dence of an elevated mixed layer at 1800 UTC (1.5–2.5 km

AGL), due to relatively dry air transported over the

Rockies. The 1800 UTC sounding from Norman, Oklahoma

(Fig. 1f) also showed a moist layer extending above 850 hPa,

and steep midlevel lapse rates exceeding 88C km21 in the

825–500-hPa layer. Around the same time, a dryline (visible

as a gradient in relative humidity contours, Figs. 1g,h), attendant

to a deepening surface low over northwestern Oklahoma, was

rapidly mixing eastward across western Oklahoma while dew-

point temperatures over central Oklahoma were near 208C.
The storm of greatest interest in this study will hereafter be

called ‘‘the Edmond–Carney supercell,’’ in reference to the

twoOklahoma cities that experienced its greatest impacts. The

Edmond–Carney supercell initiated around 2000 UTC near El

Reno, Oklahoma, within the region of persistent convergence

along the dryline, and moved eastward into central Oklahoma

along with it (Figs. 1g,h). It quickly matured and started pro-

ducing severeweather (hail and strongwinds) around 2030UTC

(refer SPC 2013). The storm remained isolated and north of

other storms that initiated later, farther southwest along the

dryline near Norman and Shawnee, Oklahoma. The Edmond–

Carney supercell exhibited cyclic intensification and weakening

of core updraft pulse (not shown). As the storm approached

Edmond,Oklahoma, it produced a tornadowith a damage rating of

0 on the enhanced Fujita (EF) scale (McDonald and Mehta 2006)

around 2122 UTC. The storm produced at least two additional EF1

tornadoes: one at 2133UTCnearArcadia,Oklahoma, and theother

at 2153UTCnear Fallis, Oklahoma. Themost intense tornado from

this supercell began just south of Carney, Oklahoma, around

2213 UTC, and inflicted EF3 damage as it passed over sections of

Carney. There is some discrepancy between the timing and number

of tornado reports frommultiple sources (e.g., the database onNWS

Norman web page (available at https://www.weather.gov/oun/

events-20130519-tornadotable) mentions only three tornado

reports compared to four from SPC storm reports database and

five from NCEI storm events database). Nevertheless, this dis-

crepancy does not change our interpretations in any major way.

3. Data and methodology

a. Instrumentation details

A major reason for choosing this particular case for our

study was the availability of high-quality polarimetric radar

and 3D very high frequency (VHF) lightning observational

data. For its entire life cycle, the Edmond–Carney supercell

remained within the sampling range of KTLX radar (WSR-

88D located at Twin Lakes, Oklahoma) and the Oklahoma

Lightning Mapping Array (OKLMA) (Fig. 2a). Radar data

included level II products: reflectivity Z, differential re-

flectivity ZDR, cross-correlation coefficient rhv, radial velocity

Vr, and differential phase FDP. KTLX collected PPI (plan

position indicator) scans while operating in ‘‘precipitation

mode.’’ Volume coverage pattern (VCP) 12 (Office of the

Federal Coordinator for Meteorology 2016) consists of 15 el-

evation angles between 0.58 and 19.58, with most scans con-

centrated in the lowest 58, and volume updates every;4–5min.

VHF lightning source data for this case were collected by the

OKLMA network (Thomas et al. 2004; MacGorman et al.

2008). The lightning channel emits impulsive radiation during

propagation in the 60–66-MHz VHF band. OKLMA sensors

detect the three-dimensional structure of a lightning flash via

triangulation. A total of 15 sensors out of 18 were active for the

period of interest (2000–2300 UTC 19 May 2013). However, at

least four stations had marginal percentage contribution to the

number of sources detected throughout. CG lightning data

used in this study were obtained from the National Lightning

Detection Network (NLDN) operated by Vaisala Inc., which

consists of over 100 sensors spread across the United States

(Cummins et al. 1998; Orville 2008; Nag et al. 2014).

b. Data processing and analysis methods

1) VHF SOURCE DATA FROM OKLMA

VHF mapping of lightning flashes permits estimating (i) the

path traversed by an individual flash, and (ii) the charge

through which it moved (Rison et al. 1999). A lightning dis-

charge propagates as a bidirectional leader with the negative

leader (carrying negative charge) propagating toward region of

positive charge and vice versa (Williams et al. 1985; Mansell

et al. 2002; Coleman et al. 2003; Wiens et al. 2005). We use this

model to infer charge regions from the spatiotemporal evolu-

tion of individual lightning flashes in the storm (Kasemir 1960;

MacGorman et al. 2008). Rison et al. (1999) described that the

radio signal emanated by negative leaders tends to be noisier

than their positive counterpart resulting in more accurate and

precise mapping of negative breakdown process. Thus, a nega-

tive leader propagating through a positive charge layer would

map out its distribution and location. Although positive leaders

are quieter, resulting in sometimes poor mapping of negative

charge layer, those regions still get detected when negative

leaders retrace the path of positive leaders corresponding to re-

coil streamer activity (Mazur andRuhnke 1993).VHF sources for

all individual flashes in the Edmond–Carney storm were manu-

ally isolated to perform charge classification using XLMA soft-

ware (Rison et al. 1999, ftp://zeus.nmt.edu/thomas, accessed June

2018). A total of approximately 33min of flash data (2110–2120,

 
(f) Skew T–logp plots of soundings launched at 1200 and 1800 UTC from NWSNorman, OK, WFO

on 19 May 2013. CAPE and CIN for 1200 UTC sounding are shaded in gray and blue, respectively,

while the same parameters are hatched for the 1800 UTC sounding. (g) Mesonet station plot of the

surface temperature (8C), dewpoint temperature (8C), and winds (m s21) across OK at 2000 UTC

19 May 2013. (h) As in (g), but at 2100 UTC. Contours of relative humidity, base reflectivity, and

severe and tornado warning polygons are overlaid for reference.
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2120–2123, 2130–2140, and 2140–2150 UTC) were classified as

positive and negative leaders using a combination of reduced

x2 value # 5 with at least six stations contributing data. The

result was sufficient to assess the three-dimensional, time-

evolving charge structure.

The same approach as Chmielewski and Bruning (2016) was

used to characterize the performance of OKLMA with only

11 stations contributing actively to VHF source detection.

We found that at least 95% of flashes with at least 80% source

detection efficiency can be resolved within our analysis do-

main (white box in Fig. 2a). The average altitude error for VHF

sources was found to be less than 250m (Fig. 2b). Postprocessing

of LMA data were performed using lmatools python package

(version 0.5) (deeplycloudy 2015; Fuchs et al. 2016, downloaded

from https://github.com/deeplycloudy/lmatools, last accessed

January 2020). At its core, lmatools uses the DBSCAN al-

gorithm (Ester et al. 1996) to classify a cluster of points into

an individual lightning flash. Ten or more VHF sources were

classified as a lightning flash when all contributing sources oc-

curred within a distance of 3 km and a time window of 150ms

from the first identified source in that flash (MacGorman et al.

2008; Bruning and MacGorman 2013). Further processing uses

the flash and source information to produce fields such as flash

extent density, flash initiation density, and source density

(Bruning and MacGorman 2013) in two and three-dimensional

grids. The grid size and spacing in horizontal (500m 3 500m)

was identical with the Cartesian grid for objective analysis of

radar data as explained in section 3. A vertical grid spacing of

500m was deemed satisfactory since the average altitude error

for VHF sources was found to be less than 250m. The two grids

FIG. 2. (a) OKLMA source detection efficiency (shaded) overlaid with flash detection effi-

ciency (black contour lines; percentage) and location of individual stations and KTLX radar.

The white rectangular box is the domain of analysis for this study. (b) Average difference in

altitude (km) from the center of OKLMAnetwork representing vertical location error of VHF

sources. Dotted lines in both (a) and (b) indicate the 150- and 100-km range rings around each

LMA center. Note that flash detection efficiency . 95% and magnitude of average error in

source altitude , 0.25 km within 150-km radius, including the analysis domain.
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differed in the vertical extent (20 km for flash grids versus 15km

for radar) because upper portions of the storm could not be

sampled in the cone of silence region whereas LMA sensors

recorded VHF sources at those altitudes.

2) CG FLASH ANALYSIS

While analyzing NLDN CG flash data, an absolute value of

15 kA for peak current threshold was used to exclude intra-

cloud (IC) flashes that may have been misclassified as CG

flashes by the NLDN (Biagi et al. 2007). Previous researchers

have used a lower threshold of 10 kA (Johnson and Mansell

2006), but we found the 15-kA threshold to filter out most

(though as we show later, not all) of the ambiguous flashes with

low peak current values which are generally IC flashes mis-

reported as CG flashes in the data (Cummins and Murphy

2009; Fleenor et al. 2009). Moreover, Murphy et al. (2021)

discuss issues with the upgraded, more sensitive NLDN hard-

ware combined with an old classification algorithm which also

probably contributed additional classification uncertainty.

3) RADAR DATA OBJECTIVE ANALYSIS

Quantification of geometric properties of polarimetric sig-

natures involves objective analysis of WSR-88D level-II data

onto a uniform grid. Gridding of radar observations (which are

typically collected in radar-centered spherical coordinates)

using objective analysis techniques can lead to spurious arti-

facts if parameters are not chosen carefully (Carbone et al.

1985; Trapp and Doswell 2000). Moreover, due to inherent

instrument noise in level-II moment data, we also performed

additional quality checks to avoid the effect of such noise

getting mixed with weather signals during the smoothing oper-

ation in the gridding process (Askelson et al. 2000). In this study,

we were interested in the volumetric analysis of ZDR and KDP

columns; therefore, we gridded only the ZDR and KDP fields.

First, the ZDR observations were despeckled i.e., small ob-

jects identified as nonmeteorological artifacts weremasked out

from each radar volume scan. Second, ZDR observations at

gates where the value of rhv , 0.8 and Z , 20 dBZ were

masked, in order to remove nonmeteorological clutter and other

noise in the data (Ryzhkov and Zrnić 1998). The final step in-

volved gridding each radar volume to a 3DCartesian grid of size

120 km3 120 km3 15 km and grid cell size of 500m3 500m3
500m in the x, y, and z directions, respectively.We used a single-

pass Barnes objective analysis scheme (Barnes 1964; Majcen

et al. 2008) with a constant radius of influence (ROI) of 1149m

calculated via the method described by Kosiba et al. (2013).

Level-II WSR-88D data files do not include the KDP field,

and level-III WSR-88D files only contain the KDP field at the

lowest four tilts. Therefore, we used the linear programming

algorithm described in Giangrande et al. (2013) to generate the

differential phase field for the entire level-II volume. The KDP

cannot be reliably estimated in areas of low rhv (below 0.8–0.9)

(Ryzhkov and Zrnić 2019). Therefore, we masked all range

gates with rhv , 0.8 prior to retrieval of the KDP field. A de-

tailed list of parameter values used for KDP retrieval can be

found in Table A1.

As a final step, only grid points with values greater than 1 dB

and 0.758 km21 were considered for identification of ZDR and

KDP columns, respectively. Subsequently the masked grid data

for each of these fields, in 31 horizontal slices of 500-m depth,

were saved as raster images which in turn were used as input for

the object identification algorithm described below.

HighZDR andKDP above the 08C level indicate the presence

of water associated with either supercooled raindrops, rain-

drops in the process of freezing, or water-coated hail growing

in a wet growth regime (Ryzhkov and Zrnić 2019). This was the

basis for identifying and isolating ZDR andKDP columns in our

gridded dataset. We used a 3D segmentation tool to isolate

ZDR and KDP column objects for each radar volume and at

each z-level using the ‘‘aics-segmentation’’ package for Python

(Chen et al. 2018, version 0.1.16.dev4, https://github.com/

AllenInstitute/aics-segmentation, accessed January 2020). The

segmentation technique for ZDR or KDP column object identi-

fication comprises the following three steps:

d Step 1: Preprocessing—Automatic contrast normalization

was applied to suppress extremely low/high pixel intensity

values in the input image slices containingZDR andKDP field

data. To achieve this, themean m̂ and standard deviation ŝ of

pixel intensity was first estimated by fitting a Gaussian

distribution to the intensity profile I of all pixels composing

the gridded volume for each radar scan [Eq. (A1)]. Next, the

original intensity range was transformed to the range [mean2
a3 std, mean1 b3 std] [I0 in Eq. (A2)], and then normalized

to the range [0, 1] [IN in Eq. (A3)]. Additionally, 2DGaussian

smoothing was performed on intensity values at each hori-

zontal slice IiN to obtain the smoothed intensity values (IS) as

shown in Eqs. (A4) and (A5).
d Step 2: Core segmentation algorithm—The images produced

in step 1 (with normalized pixel intensity) were filtered

using a sequence of 2D and 3D filament and spot filters as

described in Chen et al. (2018). A watershed algorithm was

then used to segment regions with local maximum pixel

intensity into objects with unique identifiers.
d Step 3: Postprocessing—To refine the results from the seg-

mentation process in step 2, we used a morphological hole-

filling algorithm to fill in interior holes in identified features

(chapter 6, Soille 2004). Last, a size filter was used as a

threshold to remove features with unreasonably small or

large areas.

The final output of the AICS segmentation for each radar

volume was a set of objectively identified three-dimensional

ZDR and KDP column objects for each scan volume. All de-

tected objects were assigned an identification label during

postprocessing. Quantitative geometrics, such as column

height and volume, were computed for each object. To cal-

culate the height of individual objects, the horizontal cross-

sectional area (in km2) of each object was calculated at all

levels starting from the 08C level. The top of the column ob-

ject was defined as that height at which the column area de-

creased below 1 km2. The column height was obtained by

multiplying the number of levels between the melting level

and column top by 500m (i.e., the vertical grid spacing).

Volume was calculated by counting the total number of grid

points (exceeding respective thresholds) within the bounding

box of each ZDR or KDP object. Finally, volume at each level
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was computed by multiplying the number of grid points at

that level with the volume of a single grid cell (500m 3
500m 3 500m).

4. Results and discussion

a. Flash rates and polarity

CG and total (IC 1 CG) flash rates observed in the

Edmond–Carney storm, with peak values of 200 and 12 flashes

per minute, respectively (Fig. 3), are comparable with those

reported in several past studies [cf. Table 4.1 in Betz et al.

(2008)]. The first few CG flashes in the storm were positive in

polarity (hereafter, 1CG). It is evident that negative CG

(hereafter, 2CG) flash activity began at least 15min after the

first CG flashes, by which time total lightning flash rates had

already reached values around 200 flashes per minute (Fig. 3b).

Thus, the majority of lightning activity in the first 30min of our

analysis can be attributed to IC flashes.

1) PREDOMINANTLY POSITIVE CG (PPCG) STORMS

65%of the CG flashes in the storm had a positive polarity, so

the storm fits the definition of a PPCG storm. In contrast to

some studies (Curran and Rust 1992; MacGorman and Burgess

1994; Bluestein and MacGorman 1998; Carey and Rutledge

1998) that reported CG polarity reversal after tornadogenesis

or during a transition in supercell morphology, the Edmond–

Carney storm was dominated by 1CG flashes throughout its

lifetime. However, there was at least one phase in its lifetime

when 2CG flash rates were comparable to 1CG flash rates

(between ;2100 and 2130 UTC; refer Figs. 3a and 10a). We

looked closely at the LMA data between 2113 and 2114 UTC,

when eight 2CGs ranging from 215 to225 kA peak current

were reported. Each flash had extensive horizontal propa-

gation of negative leaders at altitudes between 5 and 7 km

MSL, and no downward propagation below 5 km. Some

strokes aligned with initial breakdown. The LMA observa-

tions are consistent with past examples of misclassified 2CGs

(Zhu et al. 2016). Therefore, we suspect that the storm had an

even higher percentage of 1CG flashes than the initial results

indicate.

A positive correlation between 1CG flash rates and ZDR

column volume is evident in Fig. 3a, wherein the largest in-

creases in 1CG flash rates were found to follow the peaks in

ZDR column volume. This behavior is consistent with the

findings of Lang and Rutledge (2002) and Carey et al. (2003) as

they found that upward pulses in updraft volume preceded

a steady increase in 1CG flash rates. They hypothesized

that larger updraft volume (defined as having vertical wind

FIG. 3. (a) CG flash rates calculated using NLDN data. 1CG flash rates are plotted in red,

2CG flash rates are plotted in blue, and total CG flash rates are plotted in yellow. Only those

flashes with peak current magnitude greater than 15 kA were used to calculate flash rates to

avoid any errors due to IC flashes misclassified as CG flashes in the NLDN database. Red

(green) triangular markers indicate tornado (hail) reports. TheZDR column volume is overlaid

in a black dashed line. (b) Total flash rates (IC 1 CG) calculated from data collected using

Oklahoma Lightning Mapping Array (OKLMA).
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speed. 20m s21) imparts moremoisture to hydrometeors as it

lifts them to higher altitudes, thereby enabling frequent colli-

sions of ice particles to enhance net charge density.

2) CG FLASH RATES AND TORNADOGENESIS

Increased 1CG activity in the Edmond–Carney storm was

observed only during the time of one of the tornado reports at

2153 UTC (Fig. 3a). The most intense (EF3) tornado was re-

ported near Carney, Oklahoma, at 2213 UTC, which is just

after the 1CG flash rates peaked. However, the tornado re-

ports at 2121 and 2133 UTC defy this trend. Both of those re-

ports lie within the period of lowest1CG flash rates (as well as

total flash rates). Steiger et al. (2007) documented a similar

pattern in their analysis of flash rates in a Texas supercell

wherein CG flash rates were locally minimized during an on-

going tornado. On the other hand, a number of studies have

found contrasting results such as tornadogenesis during and

after peak 1CG flash rates (MacGorman and Burgess 1994),

and a dramatic increase in 1CG flashes after tornadogenesis

(Carey et al. 2003). To summarize, CG lightning behavior in

the Edmond–Carney supercell exhibited a combination of

sometimes opposing behaviors seen in different supercell

thunderstorms analyzed in the past studies. We take this result

as further evidence against a consistent relationship between

cloud-to-ground lightning behavior and tornadogenesis in

supercells.

Most tornado reports from the storm correspond to the time

of reduced ZDR column volume with the only exception at

2153 UTC when ZDR column volume and 1CG flash rates

were relatively large (Fig. 3a). It is possible that the reduced

volume was a manifestation of weakening of midlevel updrafts

as a result of downward directed pressure perturbation due to

FIG. 4. Flash initiation density within a 500m3 500m3 500m grid with its origin at KTLX, plotted for time intervals corresponding to

KTLX volume scans whose start times are given in UTC at the top of each panel. The ZDR column objects identified from 3D seg-

mentation algorithm are overlaid in red bounding boxes for reference. The 30-dBZ reflectivity contour at 2-km altitude is shown in the

dotted black line.
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strengthening of low-level mesocyclone (Brandes 1978; Lemon

andDoswell 1979; Trapp 1999). As per the NLDN flash rates, a

lightning jump occurred at 2156 UTC just 3min after 2153 UTC

tornado report linked with increasing1CG flash rates and ZDR

column volume. Thus, tracking the evolution of ZDR column

volume alone may not conclusively inform forecasters to issue

tornado warnings.

3) INVERSE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FLASH

INITIATIONS AND CHANNEL EXTENT LENGTH

Juxtaposition of gridded flash products with ZDR columns

reveals evolution of the most active electrical regions through-

out the storm lifetime (Figs. 4–6). Figure 7 orients low-level

(contours) and midlevel (shaded) reflectivity data relative to

lightning activity corresponding to each of the plots in Figs. 4–6.

Panels (a)–(c) in each figure depict storm evolution between

2028 and 2036 UTC, corresponding to the time period of max-

imum total lightning flash rates (cf. Fig. 3b). During this period,

flash initiation density was highest (;6–7 flash initiations per

minute per grid point) in the region southeast of the 30-dBZ

contour.AllZDR columnswere located to the northwest of those

maximum initiation values. However, the mean flash size in the

region of ZDR columns was the smallest with larger flashes

confined to the main forward flank region (Fig. 6).

Flash source density maximum made a noticeable shift

toward theZDR column objects between 2040 and 2049 UTC

(Figs. 5d–f). One possible reason for this shift could be the

development of mesocyclone and subsequent consolidation

of mesoscale updraft, leading to a large updraft–downdraft

interface (cf. Fig. 8a). The larger interface could have en-

abled higher ice particle concentration, increased vertical

mass flux of small charged ice particles in the mixed-phase

FIG. 5. Flash source density during significant phases in the Edmond–Carney storm’s life cycle: (a)–(c) during maximum lightning flash

rates, (d)–(f) during the shift in source density maximum from south to north toward the ZDR column objects, (g)–(i) during the first

tornado report at 2122 UTC, and (j)–(l) during the third tornado report at 2153 UTC. The 30-dBZ reflectivity contour at 2-km altitude is

shown in the dotted black line.
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region, and active charge separation as reported in Schultz

et al. (2015).

When the first tornado was reported (;2122 UTC), maxi-

mum initiation density was confined within the bounding re-

gion of ZDR columns, but the overall extent of the flash

footprint was evenly spread over northern and southern flanks

of the storm [panels (g)–(i) in Figs. 4 and 6]. Themean flash size

within this region of maximum initiation still remained small,

with larger flashes occurring mostly in the southern flank. The

near-perfect alignment between ZDR column and the maxi-

mum lightning source density could also mean that the storm

had developed a steady updraft by 2115 UTC. Although the

flash rates decreased considerably during the last reported

tornado (;2213 UTC, Figs. 6j–l), their inverse relationship

with flash size was still valid.

To further consolidate our claim, we separated grid points

within and outside the region bounded by ZDR columns for

each radar volume scan. The mean flash area and the total

count of flash initiations were then calculated for each region at

each time step. A significant difference was found between

flash initiations within and outside ZDR column regions using

the Wilcoxon rank-sum test (p , 0.05; Fig. 9). On average,

there were 5 times more initiations inside the ZDR column

region compared to outside (Hedges’s g 5 1.08; see Cumming

(2013) for details on effect size). On the other hand, mean flash

size (in km2) within the ZDR column region was ;O(10)
smaller than outside (again, p, 0.05). Hedges’s gwas found to

be 0.86 for this case. In other words, flashes within ZDR col-

umns (proxy for updrafts) were smaller and more frequent

compared to rest of the storm, thereby verifying the flash ini-

tiation and propagation theory (Calhoun et al. 2013; Bruning

and MacGorman 2013). Rapid sampling of ZDR columns (i.e.,

volume update times ;1–2min) will likely provide adequate

temporal resolution to capture fluctuations in updraft intensity

to correlate with transient lightning characteristics like light-

ning jumps and lightning dives.

FIG. 6. As in Fig. 4, but for mean flash area.
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FIG. 7. KTLX 30-dBZ smoothed reflectivity contour (thin black line) at 0.58 (elevation angle) and at midlevels (color fill) for the same

times as shown in Figs. 4–6. Midlevel plots were generated by choosing an elevation angle that had aWER/BWER visible. Beam height in

the title for each panel corresponds to midlevel elevation angle at the range of BWER/WER.
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FIG. 8. (a) Azimuthal shear at the same times as gridded flash and reflectivity data in Figs. 4–7.

Initial mesocyclone development signature is visible at 2036 UTC. Azimuthal shear values

strengthen with time with at least two different mesocyclones present from 2040 to 2123 UTC. A

single mesocyclone with large azimuthal shear values is visible from 2153 onward. Location of

mesocyclone in (iv)–(ix) is within the same region as the maximum source density in Fig. 5. Thin

black linemarks the 30-dBZ smoothed reflectivity contour at 0.58 elevation angle. (b) Time series

ofmaximumazimuthal shear (MAS) in the 0–3-, 3–6-, and 6–9-km cloud layers.Mesocyclogenesis

is defined as the time when MAS in any one layer exceeds a threshold of 0.01 s21.
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b. Time–height variation in flash properties and lightning

jump signature

Both LMA source density (number of VHF sources in each

grid cell) and flash initiation density (number of flash initia-

tions in each grid cell) follow similar trends in lightning activity

(Fig. 10). The time period between 2030 and 2040 UTC cor-

responds to highest total lightning flash rates (;200 per minute;

cf. Fig. 3b). Just prior, from 2020 to 2030 UTC, maximum flash

initiation occurred at an altitude of 11 km, to the southeast of

the main updraft core. Altitude of both the flash products

gradually decreased in the next 10min. This is around the

same time when the maximum flash initiation density clus-

tered within the same region as the ZDR column (cf. Fig. 4).

The surge in source density at an altitude of ;8 km could pos-

sibly be due to the small and frequent lightning flashes within

the updraft region.

The 2s lightning jump algorithm of Schultz et al. (2009) was

applied separately to the total lightning data from LMA and

NLDN for the Edmond–Carney storm (Fig. 11). Between the

two systems, three distinct lightning jumps were detected

around 2024, 2048, and 2156 UTC, with the first one at least

24min before the first severe hail report. Schultz et al. (2017)

claimed that the highest flash density had a marked shift from

the southern edge of the storm toward the updraft periphery

within 10 min of a lightning jump. We notice a similar trend

for the Edmond–Carney storm as shown in Figs. 4 and 5.

The flash activity began to shift from the right edge of the

forward flank in the south toward the location of identified

ZDR column objects starting around 2036 UTC, approxi-

mately 12 min after the first lightning jump. Increases in

maximum azimuthal shear were also observed within 10–

12 min of the second lightning jump at 2048 UTC (Fig. 8b)

suggesting strong rotation and intensification of updraft.

This observation supports the results reported in Stough

et al. (2017) wherein the authors analyzed 19 supercells

with varying intensity and found at least 70% of light-

ning jumps within 10 min of increases in mesocyclonic

rotation.

c. Charge analysis and flash initiation heights

While some past studies associate anomalous or inverted-

polarity storms with high 1CG flash rates, such storms are

often reported to produce relatively very few CG flashes,

thereby rendering CG flash rates and polarity slightly less

useful for analysis of the storm-scale charge structure (Fuchs

et al. 2018). Therefore, it is pertinent to performmanual charge

classification on the LMA data to examine the charge structure

of the Edmond–Carney storm. Figures 12 and 13 show the

storm charge structure obtained from manual charge classifi-

cation performed for . 20min worth of total LMA data. The

storm maintained an inverted dipole with a shallow (;3 km

deep) negative charge layer (blue), centered around an altitude

of 11 km above MSL, sharing an interface with a deeper

(;7 km deep) positive charge layer (red) below, centered at an

altitude of 7 km above MSL. Significantly, the upper charge

layers were arranged in a manner inverse to the conventional

tripolar storm charge model (with a negative charge layer in

the middle). For reference, an operational radiosounding from

Norman, Oklahoma at 1800 UTC indicated the2408C level at

;9 km AGL (Fig. 1f). The high altitude of the negative charge

layer suggests the presence of negatively charged ice crystals.

The positive charge layer, however, resided within regions with

mixed-phase and warm-rain processes. Hydrometeor classifi-

cation analysis at 2115 UTC (not shown) also indicated the

presence of dry snow and rimed ice particles at respective

altitudes.

As discussed in section 4b above, altitude of flash initiation

and source density varied considerably throughout the lifetime

of the Edmond–Carney storm. In Fig. 14, which is a snapshot of

the storm’s three-dimensional lightning activity between 2119

and 2123 UTC, it can be seen that relatively sparse VHF

sources were arranged along an outer ring surrounding a

densely packed inner core (Fig. 14d). Elevation views along

east–west and north–south directions (Figs. 14b and 14e, respec-

tively) reveal that the half-ring of outermost, larger flashes on the

upshear- and downshear-right (in the plan view; Fig. 14d) were

dominated by VHF sources distributed within a relatively thin

layer centered at 10 km aboveMSL.VHF sources associatedwith

overshooting tops (Calhoun et al. 2013; MacGorman et al. 2017)

were evident at and above 15-km altitude (Figs. 12, 13, and

14a,b,e). VHF sources below and just upshear of the overshooting

top appear as the densely packed inner core in the plan view

FIG. 9. Violin plots of (a) flash initiation rates and (b) mean flash

area within and outsideZDR column regions. A logarithmic scale is

used on y axes in both plots.
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(Fig. 14d) and are largely distributed between 7 and 11km MSL

(Fig. 14b). Moving away from the inner core, sources gradually

descend to an altitude of ;6km on either side, likely corre-

sponding to precipitation in the rear and forward flanks (Fig. 14b).

These moderately dense sources are part of the interior ellipse of

sources surrounded by an outermost ring (Fig. 14d). At least one

more cluster of sources can be seen between 5 and 9km MSL in

the far forward flank and anvil region (Fig. 14b).

FIG. 10. Time–height variation of (a) flash source density and (b) flash initiation density in the

Edmond–Carney storm as derived from gridded LMA data. Percentage of positive and neg-

ative CG flashes out of total CG flashes is plotted along the x axis (yellow and red lines, re-

spectively). LMA data correspond to aggregated values per minute. CG data corresponds to a

15-min rolling mean.

FIG. 11. (a) Time series of total and CG flash rates in the Edmond–Carney storm. (b) Time

rate of change of the total flash rates (DFRDT) from OKLMA calculated using a threshold of

2s standard deviation in conjunctionwith aminimumflash rate of 10min21. Red bars represent

times where a lightning jump is detected by the lightning jump algorithm. The orange line

represents the 2s threshold at each time step, and severe weather reports are plotted along the

x axis. (c) As in (b), but using NLDN total flash rates.
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To further investigate the association between local charge

structure and polarimetric storm features, we overlaid VHF

sources associated with negative and positive charge regions on

top of cross-section plots of radar reflectivity Z and differen-

tial reflectivity ZDR (Fig. 15). Figures 15a–c represent the back-

sheared anvil region where VHF sources were clustered within

the 10–11-km layer. Figures 15d–f correspond to the weak echo

region (WER) or ZDR column region, wherein VHF sources

from at least two different flashes are discernible. It can be seen

that positive polarity VHF sources followed a negative slope

on the left of theZDR column, or directly atop theWER. These

sources descended from;10 to 6 km above MSL before rising

again to an altitude of 10 km just above the ZDR column.

Negative polarity sources were, however, densely clustered

in a small region located at;11 km above MSL. Similarly, on

the other side of the ZDR column, sources descend to an al-

titude of 6 km out to 45-km range followed by a rise aligned

along a positive slope. Finally, in the forward flank region, a

layered structure was evident, wherein both negative and

positive polarity sources descended along with maximum

reflectivity, probably forming the forward flank boundary.

This descending pattern was a manifestation of graupel fall-

ing away from the core updraft region into the forward flank

(Fig. B1). These findings conform to the conceptual model of

supercell charge structure originally proposed by Bruning

et al. (2010).

FIG. 12. Manual charge classification for the Edmond–Carney storm from 2110 to

2120 UTC. (a) Time vs height plot of all lightning sources, (b) east–west distance vs height

plot of all lightning sources, (c) histogram for all lightning sources, (d) top-down view of all

lightning sources with city names and county boundaries plotted, and (e) north–south dis-

tance vs height plot of all lightning sources. Positive, negative, and unclassified charge re-

gions are colored red, blue, and green, respectively. Triangles and cross symbols indicate

negative and positive CG flashes, respectively.
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MacGorman et al. (2011) discussed the complex nature of

storm charge structure. For example, a lower negative charge

layer may exist below the main positive charge region due to

the contribution from inductive processes (driven by the

electric field of the inverted dipole). Some studies (e.g., Weiss

et al. 2008) also suggest that negative charging of graupel in

the nearby regions of weaker updrafts can also further com-

plicate the process. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect the

total lightning activity to be dominated by inverted-polarity

intracloud (or 2IC) flashes and predominantly 1CG flash

strikes. However, the reason for relative absence of any lower

negative charge layer in the Edmond–Carney storm is not

clear (cf. Figs. 12 and 13). Tessendorf et al. (2007) documented a

similar observation for the 22 June 2000 multicellular storm

wherein no lower charge layer was found when 1CG flashes

occurred. CG flash rates of either polarity had comparable

values (;6 flashes per minute) in the storm from 2100

to 2120 UTC, which cannot be explained by any of the

mechanisms above.

d. Spatiotemporal trends in polarimetric and lightning

signatures

Based on results from previous studies highlighting the role

of updraft volume rather than peak updraft speeds in deter-

mining flash rates (Lang and Rutledge 2002; Schultz et al.

2017), we investigated whether ZDR and KDP column volume

was superior at explaining flash initiation activity in the

Edmond–Carney storm. Figures 16a–d depict total flash rates

along with temporal variation in volume and height ofZDR and

KDP columns, respectively. At least two useful inferences can

be made from these plots. First, ZDR column heights corre-

lated better with the overall flash rates than KDP column

heights. Second, the temporal variation inZDR column volume

closely matched the variability in flash rates in real time, with

FIG. 13. As in Fig. 12, but for 2130–2140 UTC, a period that includes a tornado reported at

2133 UTC.
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Spearman correlation coefficient of 0.72 at zero lag as opposed

to a value of 0.11 for KDP columns. It is worth noting that the

heights and volumes of ZDR and KDP columns became less

correlated with OKLMA total flash rate after 2132 UTC. We

interpret this abrupt change in behavior as a manifestation of

reduced updraft strength at higher altitudes. Even though the

total column volume was high, it is the volume within 1 km of

environmental melting level (below 2108C level) that con-

tributed the most to the total volume at and after 2132 UTC

(Fig. 17c). Thus, it is likely that the updraft intensity was too

weak to penetrate the mixed-phase region above2108C levels

where graupel and ice crystals could undergo collisions for

enough charge separation and flash initiation. However, the

lightning jump at 2156 UTC was detected from NLDN total

FIG. 14. (a)–(e) Panel plot of filtered VHF sources during the KLTX radar volume scan starting at

2119 UTC. Only the VHF sources that met the following conditions were included: (i) detected by seven or

more stations and (ii) reduced x2 less than or equal to 1. All panels are in the same order as in Fig. 12. White

boundaries in (b) and (d) are meant to orient the reader and support the text description of different clusters

of VHF sources. The boundary in (b) highlights sources in the far forward flank and anvil region while the

boundary in (d) depicts the distribution of sources in an elliptical fashion surrounded by an outer ring of VHF

sources.
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flash rates. This result also highlights the potential chal-

lenges and pitfalls of relying solely on the ZDR column

volume and single lightning sensor system as a diagnostic

parameter for storm severity in an operational setting. We

therefore propose using additional controls, such as the

extension of ZDR columns above the environmental melt-

ing level, and data from other ground-based lightning de-

tection systems to make better decisions in such scenarios.

Independent confirmation of updraft depth can also, ap-

parently, be provided by total lightning data: as shown here

its information content can diverge from that in the ZDR

volume trend.

Lightning jumps (at 2024, 2048, and 2156 UTC; section 4b)

can be understood in terms of increased updraft speeds and

larger updraft volume. Physically, a larger interface between

updrafts and downdrafts led to frequent flashes of relatively

small size in and around updraft core (Schultz et al. 2017).

There was indeed an increase in ZDR column volume above

the melting level around the same times as these lightning

jumps (Figs. 16e,f). Specifically, the volume of ZDR columns

was the largest at higher altitudes at these three times.

Thus, our observations support the hypothesis proposed by

Schultz et al. (2017). This result further confirms that

transient microphysical and draft variability as indicated

byZDR columns and lightning can work together as indicators of

severe weather risk in a warning decision environment. Future

studies are also warranted in using rapid scan polarimetric

measurements for capturing the transient microphysical and

dynamical characteristics of severe storms to further refine these

relationships.

Since ZDR and KDP columns are used as proxies for storm

updraft, it makes more sense to compare flash initiations that

occurred within the updraft region (i.e., within the bounding

box of objectively identified columns) to quantify the direct

effect of charging of hydrometeors within the updraft core. The

ZDR column volume again proves to be a better predictor

for lightning initiation rates than KDP column volume

(Figs. 17a,b). Flash initiation rates as high as 35 per radar

volume scan were found to occur at the same time when ZDR

column volume attained a peak value of approximately

330 km3. The KDP column volume, on the other hand, did not

follow the same trend, as maximum initiation rates occur either

before or after peakKDP volumes.Moreover, low flash initiation

rates (;10–20 per radar scan) occurred when KDP column vol-

ume attained peak values around 300 km3. Spearman correla-

tion coefficient between ZDR column volume and total flash

initiation rates was found to be 0.51 as opposed to a value of 0.32

for KDP columns (excluding data points after 2132 UTC). We

conclude that properties of ZDR columns capture flash rate

variability better thanKDP columns. Furthermore,ZDR columns

FIG. 15. Positive (red) and negative (blue) VHF sources overlaid on pseudo-RHI plots of (a),(d),(g) Z and (b),(e),(h) ZDR for

the 2119 UTC KTLX volume scan. (c),(f),(i) Azimuths for plotted cross sections shown as black line over KTLX reflectivity data

at 0.58elevation. Azimuths of (top) 3238, (middle) 3388, and (bottom) 3498clockwise from north, corresponding to the back-

sheared anvil, weak echo region, and forward flank regions of the storm, respectively. Only the VHF sources within 500 m of the

azimuth are overlaid to illustrate the charge structure. Notice the ZDR column in (e) at;40-km range, right where the weak echo

region is visible in (d).
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hold promise for relating stormmicrophysics and dynamics with

the evolution of storm electrical structure.

e. Limitations

As with any other observational study, there are associated

limitations and as-yet unanswered questions:

d Historically, inverted polarity storms have been reported to

produce predominantly 1CG flashes or negligible CG flash

rates (MacGorman et al. 2011, and references therein). The

charge analysis plots discussed above (Figs. 12 and 13) cor-

respond to times when overall CG flash rates were less than

four flashes per minute, but still had contribution from CG

flashes of either polarity. However, even at other times when

CG flash rates were substantially high (e.g., from 2100 to

2110 UTC, when CG flash rates reached a value of six flashes

per minute), flashes of either polarity were present. Most of

the flashes during this time still hinted toward an inverted

FIG. 16. Time series of total lightning flash rates and volumes of (a) ZDR column objects and (b) KDP column objects. When

multiple objects were detected in a single radar volume, height of the tallest column and aggregated volume of all the column

objects is shown. Times of tornado reports are indicated along the x axes. Time series of total lightning flash rates and heights of

(c) ZDR column objects and (d) KDP column objects. Magenta line represents the moving average of the column heights over five

radar volume scans. Time series plots of (e) ZDR column and (f) KDP column characteristics. Volumes of identified column objects

are plotted as a histogram (black line). Flash initiations at different altitudes were calculated by aggregating values within the

bounding boxes of all column objects at that time step (purple shades). Frequency of the column objects at each altitude is overlaid

using color fill. Tornadogenesis and lightning jump reports are indicated along the x axes.
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FIG. 17. Time series of total flash initiations within the bounding box region of identified

(a) ZDR column objects and (b) KDP column objects. Initiations within all the bounding boxes

were aggregated when multiple objects were detected in a single radar volume scan. (c) Time

series ofZDR column volume at 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, and 3 km above the environmentalmelting level.
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dipole structure (not shown). We speculate that the local

kinematics were enhancing charging of lower layer in the

regions producing 1CG flashes.
d Reduced OKLMA total lightning flash rates between 2130

and 2230 UTC merit further investigation. During this time,

ZDR columns of substantial volume were present, but the

lightning flash rates plummeted (Figs. 16a,b). At least the

first peak in ZDR and KDP column volume within this time

period coincides with a lightning jump detected from NLDN

total flash rates but was missing in OKLMA flash rates

(Figs. 17b,c). As explained in section 4d above, this drastic

reduction in lightning flash rates probably reflects weakening

of updrafts and their inability to loft supercooled drops in the

upper mixed-phase region (2208C and above) to ensure

enough charge separation during collisions between ice

crystals and graupel. Thus, lightning arguably makes it easier

to diagnose the shift in the microphysical character of the

storm than any of the polarimetric variables. The KDP col-

umn volume was noticeably high during the same period.We

speculate either wet growth of hail and shedding of small

drops from hailstones to be a possible cause for this behavior.

However, we cannot ignore possible issues with the KDP

retrieval algorithm in the mixed-phase region due to non-

uniform beam filling.
d Some caveats related to manual charge classification include

(i) no statistical information regarding charge magnitudes,

(ii) noise in the LMA data, even at reduced x2 5 1 for seven

stations, can lead to reduced accuracy in charge region

identification, especially when there are many small flashes

near strong updrafts in the storm, (iii) total lightning detec-

tion efficiency is highly dependent on the number of stations

and their distances from the storm. Since the central

OKLMA had only 10 active stations out of which at least

three had ,20% contribution to the overall detected VHF

sources, the signal-to-noise ratio could have been low, and

(iv) LMA data are useful for determination of charge

structure in only those storm regions with ongoing lightning

activity.

5. Conclusions

In this study, we investigated the physical linkages between

mixed-phase updrafts and lightning flash characteristics for a

tornadic supercell through radar derived polarimetric signa-

tures like ZDR and KDP columns. Quantitative analysis of

lightning flash rates and other gridded products such as

mean flash area and flash initiation density confirm findings

reported in previous studies which used dual-Doppler an-

alyses to infer updraft velocities. Flashes occurring within

ZDR column region were found to be 5 times more frequent

and ;O(10) smaller than the flashes occurring outside. Both

these results were statistically significant at 95% confidence

level (see Fig. 9). Additionally, we demonstrate the utility of

ZDR columns as a proxy for updrafts in the absence of other

sources of information about the vertical wind structure of

a storm.

The Edmond–Carney storm maintained an inverted polarity

charge structure in its mature phase, during which it also

produced at least two tornadoes (see Figs. 12 and 13). Negative

(positive) charge layers were centered around an altitude of

11 km (7 km) above MSL during this period. These heights

correspond to temperatures near 2408 and 2188C, respec-
tively, suggesting negatively charged ice crystals in upper

regions and positively charged mixed-phase precipitation in

the midlevels. A lower negative charge layer which was ex-

pected based on observed rates of 1CG flashes (;10 per

minute) was absent in our case.We do not have sufficient data

to explain any physical mechanisms that might have con-

tributed to its absence.

Of the four tornadoes reported in the Edmond–Carney

storm, at least one (at 2153 UTC) occurred during a surge

in 1CG flash rates. Increases in ZDR column volume were

also observed at the same time (see Fig. 3c). The other three

tornadoes were not associated with such 1CG surges.

Similar patterns have been reported in the past, thereby

reconfirming that the trends in CG flash rates alone are not

adequate as a parameter to predict tornadogenesis. The ZDR

columns attained maximum heights of up to 4 km and above

around the same time as the lightning jumps see Fig. 16a).

Deeper ZDR columns around this time also resulted in larger

volumes extending at least 3 km (up to 2208C) above the

melting level (see Fig. 17c) thereby validating the utility of

ZDR columns as a proxy for mixed-phase updrafts (see

Figs. 16a–d).

Mesocyclone development and attendant updraft inten-

sification gave rise to interesting spatial patterns with

products like lightning flash source and initiation density

clustered to the southeast of ZDR columns over the right

forward-flank region initially and shifting northward to

align with the location of ZDR columns as time progressed

(see Figs. 4, 5, and 8). We also demonstrated the utility of

trends in ZDR column volume to capture the variation in

lightning characteristics, especially the total lightning flash

rates in a supercell storm. Amajor contribution of this study

lies in highlighting the potential use of polarimetric signa-

tures like ZDR andKDP columns coupled with lightning data

to infer changes in the depth and width of the mixed-phase

updraft. We showed that the highest flash rates were ac-

companied by deeper and wider updrafts early in the storm

lifetime (cf. Fig. 16c andFig. A1). Lower correlation betweenZDR

column volume and total flash rate between 2130 and 2230 UTC

was likely because of limited penetration of ZDR columns

above 2108C (see Figs. 16a,c and 17c). Moreover, spatial

alignment of ZDR columns and highest flash initiation and

source density served as a good tool to infer location of storm

updraft with respect to the overall storm structure (see

Figs. 4 and 5).

This study demonstrated the utility of polarimetric ob-

servations of supercells as an aid to storm-scale analysis

of microphysical and lightning properties. At the time of

this writing, the authors are embarking on additional simi-

lar analyses of both tornadic and nontornadic storms in

the Southeast United States. These results are stepping

stones toward more general explanations of the underlying

physical linkages between storm kinematical and elec-

trical evolution. These objectives are also supported by
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ongoing research efforts at National Severe Storms Laboratory

(United States) and elsewhere to obtain rapid-scan polari-

metric data for improved understanding of storm structure and

dynamics.
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APPENDIX A

Object Segmentation Procedures

a. ZDR and KDP column identification

As discussed in section 3b, the first step in image seg-

mentation of ZDR and KDP column objects involves auto-

matic contrast normalization (see Table A1 for parameters

used to retrieve KDP field). A Gaussian distribution is fit to

the intensity values I of ZDR/KDP data saved as tiff images

one volume at a time [Eq. (A1)]. This is done to find the

best possible estimate of mean m̂ and standard deviation

ŝ and restrict the intensity range as per [Eq. (A2)].

Parameters a and b are automatically calculated by the

algorithm. Cutting off range as per last step adjusts the

image contrast by suppressing extremely low/high inten-

sities. Next, intensity values are normalized to map dy-

namic range of intensity across different times to a common

range of 0 to 1 [Eq. (A3)]. Finally, a two-dimensional Gaussian

filter is used to remove any unwanted noise in intensity

values. This is done by calculating a weighted average of

intensity values from a pixel’s neighborhood [Eqs. (A4)

and (A5)]:

I: fX4R3g/min, . . . , maxg fitGaussian distribution

and calculate m̂ and ŝ of I,
(A1)

I 0 2 [m̂2 a3 ŝ, m̂1b3 ŝ], normalize I 0 to obtain I
N
3, (A2)

I
N
: fX4R3g/ [0, 1] smoothing each horizontal slice, i , (A3)

FIG. A1. Time series of equivalent diameter of a circle with the same area as ZDR

column. The time series data takes into account the variability in ZDR column size at

different altitudes. The purple line represents the mean value across all altitudes, and the

shaded region represents the 95% confidence interval around the mean. The orange line

represents total flash rate.
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I
S
5vIiN using a 2DGaussian convolution filter, (A4)

5 �
a

dx52a
�
b

dy52b

v(dx, dy)IiN(x1dx, y1 dy). (A5)

Further details of steps involved and parameter values used in

image segmentation of ZDR and KDP columns are provided in

Table A2.

b. ZDR and KDP values in identified column objects

Previous studies have found the width and height ofZDR and

KDP columns (like shown in Fig. A1) to be proportional to the

sizes of updrafts (Kumjian et al. 2014; Snyder et al. 2017).

Therefore, not all identified objects correspond to the same

updraft intensity. This is further illustrated in Fig. A2 wherein

a time series of mean ZDR and KDP values in corresponding

column objects is plotted for different heights at and above

melting level. Mean ZDR values of .3 dB were present at

least 2 km above the melting level prior to 2110 UTC. Soon

after, the trend reversed and the values at higher altitudes

plummeted to,1.5 dB (Fig. A2a). This is in agreementwith the

trend of reducedZDR column volume around the same time which

was inferred as a consequence of weaker updrafts unable to reach

higher altitudes in the storm (Fig. 17c). ThemeanZDRvalues found

in this analysis are certainly representative of the observed ZDR

values in severe storms [cf. Figs. 3c and 4c in Kuster et al. (2020)].

TABLE A1. Retrieval of KDP field for KTLX radar data using

LP phase processing per implementation of Giangrande et al.

(2013) in PyART function ‘‘pyart.correct.phase_proc_lp.’’

Parameter

name Parameter definition

Parameter

value

Offset Reflectivity offset in dBZ 0

self_const Self-consistency factor 60 000

low_z Low limit for reflectivity: reflectivity

, low_z set to low_z

25

high_z High limit for reflectivity: reflectivity

. high_z 5 high_z

53

min_phidp Min differential phase 0.01

min_ncp Min normal coherent power 0.5

min_rhv Min copolar coefficient 0.8

Fzl Level of environmental freezing level 4200

window_len Length of Sobel window applied to

fDP prior to calculating KDP

35

Coef Exponent linking Z to KDP in self

consistency

0.914

FIG. A2. (a) Time series of ZDR values from within segmented ZDR column objects at 0, 0.5,

1, 1.5, and 2 km above the environmental melting level. (b) As in (a), but forKDP values within

segmented KDP objects.
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Mean KDP values have a noticeably different pattern than

mean ZDR values (Fig. A2b). Similar to the abrupt behavior of

KDP column volume, we cannot explain this difference without

any in situ microphysical data. Previous studies have agreed

that KDP columns are usually found on the western periphery

of updraft (Loney et al. 2002; Kumjian and Ryzhkov 2008).

Moreover, KDP tends to be directly proportional to qr (rain

mixing ratio) and the increased KDP values at the column top

are associated with an increasing number of small-to-moderate

hailstones with significant water fraction (Snyder et al. 2017).

Therefore, it is possible that although the underlying micro-

physical processes of formation of ZDR and KDP columns are

influenced by the updraft intensity but the enhanced values at

column top and not necessarily linked to actual updraft

strength in case ofKDP columns. Another possibility is that the

algorithm we use for KDP calculations is not well suited for

processing of differential phase in the mixed-phase region. It is

also likely thatKDP columns in this particular case are not good

indicators of updraft intensity especially whenwemay have too

many hailstones undergoing wet growth.

APPENDIX B

Radar Analysis Procedures

Hydrometeor identification (HID) procedures

The National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR)

PID algorithm (Vivekanandan et al. 1999) available in

RadX software package (available at https://doi.org/10.5065/

60hz-ry38) was used to obtain hydrometeor classification for

KTLX data (Fig. B1). The PID algorithm uses fuzzy logic to

estimate the bulk hydrometeor category based on member-

ship functions created from statistics of observed distribution

of dual pol variables (ZH, ZDR, rhv, and KDP) for each class.

RadxPid program was used to retrieve PID categories in

polar coordinates which were subsequently gridded in 3D

Cartesian coordinates using Radx2Grid program. The size

and extent of PID grid was identical to grids created for flash

products. RadxPID requires three input parameter files for

performing PID analysis: main parameter file, KDP-specific

parameter file, and PID-specific parameter file. Default

values corresponding to S-band radars were used for KDP

and PID parameter files in this analysis. The 1800 UTC

sounding data from OUN was used as an additional input in

the PID-specific file.

FIG. B1. (a)–(c) Psuedo-RHI plots of bulk hydrometeor categories

identified using NCAR PID algorithm at the same azimuths as used in

Fig. 15.Only theVHFsourceswithin 500mof the azimuth are overlaid to

illustrate the charge structure. Descending pattern of positive polarity

VHF sources in (c) lie within the region classified as GSH (mixture of

graupel and small hail) and RH (mixture of rain and hail).

TABLE A2. Order of steps followed and thresholds used for image segmentation of ZDR and KDP column objects.

Segmentation step Substep Parameters required Parameter value

Preprocessing [refer to Eqs. (A1)–(A5)] Gaussian smoothing Standard deviation 1

Core segmentation algorithm 3D spot filter [scale_x,cutoff_x] [1.25,0.05]

[1.15,0.9]

hole_min 100

hole_max 100 000

2D filament filter [scale_x,cutoff_x] [1.25,0.07]

hole_min 100

hole_max 100 000

Watershed segmentation min_size 50

connectivity 1

min_distance 2

Postprocessing remove_small_objects min_size 3500

connectivity 1
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